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ThE SPELLING ABILITY OF HIGHSCHOOL PUPILS 

CHAPTER I 

INTHODLCTION 

Prior to the 1st eventy-f1ve years, the relative 

simplicity of the livea of the niajority of the American 
people, tzieìr limited educations or actual ill1tercy, the 
comparatively ainall amount of both printed material arid 

general use of much printed material, and the slowness of 
the method$ of written or printed communication did not 
demand very great icctrcy of writing from the majority 
of people. The development and widespread. use of the type- 

writer; the Improvement of printing processes wMch made 
thíìt art qì1cker, cheaper, and easier; the extension of 

the services of the Post Office that made possible the 

sending and the distribution of vcst amounts of written, 
duplicated, and printed material both quickly and cheaply; 

and the spreading not oly of familleo but of btsiness 
concerne arid of other organizations across nations and 

around the world have made demands upon the tise of the 
written word undreamed of a century ago. The ho:.e that 
once had only The Bible and the almanac as its library now 

can have any number of volumes. The firm whose records 
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once consisted of a ]dger of accounts and a few hand- 

written letters now requires long rows of steel files just 

to hold its correspondence. With tho increased use of 
written materials have come demands for increased accu- 
racy, conciseness, understandability, and attractiveness. 
A pert of each of those is the quality of the aDelung 
used. 

When Samuel Johnson in England and Noah Webster in 
the trìlted tates first published their dictionaries, 
there was considerable consternation and antagonism toward 
their efforts. It was clainod by some of the literary 

people that these books would handicap the inventiveness 
and the ima;inationa of writers throurh the effort and 

time wasted on "arbitrary" spellins. The lazy and the 
impatient preferred to continuo their easy and quick ways 

of spelling as they saw fit. The typist of the present 
clay who considers her employer to be "arbitrary because he 
thinks words can be spelled only one way" is a direct de- 

scendant -- ideolo4cally, et least -- of these people. 
It is true that the Enlish languae is not easy to 

spell. English is not only a compound of m .' ny basic lan- 
guages, but the English and the American people have been, 
historically, a roving people not only geographically but 
in the realm of new ideas. Each is likely to brin; about 
the introduction of new words into the languace, Such 



schemes as the iIrnp11fied pe111rì.. movement, the Basic 

English rnoveont, and the fad8 of tmth individuals with 

more or less organized plans for new spellings nd of 

newsp&ìper edJtors with t:eir so-called "style books" have 

added to the conftsion. My Individuals have further 
increased tre complexity of the situation by their idio* 

syncrasies irivo1v1n ore or only a few words, Even less 

excusable has been a business firm which complied and 

sold many copies of a 9modernt dictionary contai nine many 

vagaries of spelling and of definItion, 

Still furtier cotriplicating the s1tiatîon is the 

fact that many teachers at 1l levels or gracies of school 

not only will not but cannot demand of arid teach to their 

pupils correct spelling and grammatical usage. Pupils not 

only are not taucht correct spelling, but they fs, i to 

appreciate Its importance; they have not discovered that 

spelling and the proper use of words can be Interesting 

end are also requiSItes for an educatèd person. For aver 

200 years, elementary schools In Amoric& have been teach- 

ing onildrer. the subject of spelling, wIth varying degrees 

of success, The high schools, however, have seemed to es- 

sume tnat t : o child knows how to spell when he arrIves at 

the secoriaary-school stsge because spelling is not gen 

orally included as a separato subject In the high-school 

course of stdy. in feet, most high*schooi teachers make 
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little or no ttorpt to teach pe111n. Too often, it is 

an ignored subject. 

On tbe other side of the ledger is the widespread 

publication of repttable dictionaries of convenient s;izes 

for use in almost all or in eli situations. The compila- 

tions of various lists of the most commonly used words in 

a rank order of the frequency of their use has focused 

the attention of people wbo w.sh to spell correctly upon 

t}-e words wbich deserve theIr attent3on first. Several 

weekly and monthly ma . razirIes carry lists of words pre- 

sonted in various ways so that their readers can test 
themselves on their spelling ability. The superior quai- 

ity of the spelling almost always found in advertisements, 

as well as tY. e superior dolce of the words used, must 

also have some influence. 

The reasons for the present poor quality of spell- 

ing can be surmised arid, to 5o;e extent, deionstrated. 

It Is obvious that characteristics of the speller such as 

laziness, impatience, and lc of ppreciat1on of the 

importance of correct spelling cause a great many intel- 
ligent and otherwise educated persons to be poor speller3. 

Persons investIgating the field of spelling hnve found 

other causes of poor spelling to be senscry defects, 

faulty perception, liiagery weaknesses, poor general in- 

telligence, motor awkwardness and Incoordination, poor 



temperamental tra1t dfccts or deficiencies of train- 

ing, poor habits of attentIon, poor habits of nemory, and 

miscellaneous causes wbich may affect occasional mdlvi- 

thais particularly but do not affect large numbers of 

people. 

While one is condemning to quality of the average 

spelling of the present, ho should realize that the cua1- 

ity of the average spelling of the past left rnueh to be 

desired. One needs only to look at the originals of 

state documents and p ' biications of colonial or even 

later dates to find examples of "original" or "unfettered' 

spelling. There were, of course, hi>h1y eduoated people 

in all of these decades. There wore also, especially on 

the frontier or other lightly populated places, one or a 

few people whose principal or only claim to attention was 

their ability in "spell-downs' and their knowledge of the 

epellln of unusual or rarely used words. "Caoutchouc" 

(pure rubber) was one of te favorites among these. 

The writer of this thesis became interested in the 

whole subject of spelling when she began to teach steno- 

graphy, or shorthand, in a high sciool and found at first 

hand that the transcription of the stenographic notos was 

so very badly done, more as a result of the poor abilities 

of the ppils in spelling than from their lack of ability 

to read their shorthand. While it would hava been very 
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easy to say that these p;pi1s were too 5tupld to learn 

stenography satisfactorily, many of these pupils were not 

stupid. The rse of this thSiS was, primarily, a 

study of the relationship of abIlities in spelling to the 

levels of intelligence of 204 representative students who 

were crrently enrolled In Washington HI School, 

Portland, Oregon, where the writer taught, and, seconds 

ruy, to find the number of mistakes made by these pupils 

in The Sixteen Spelling Scales (4), which contain only 

words In wide use ifl everyday life, A third purpose was 

a stLdy of the whole stbject of spelling. 

The method used was that of giving these spelling 

scales at the rate of one each day to these pupils with, 

of course, special sessions for those pupils who were ab- 

sent; o1 obtaining the intelligence quotients of these 

pupils from their permanent records; and a comparison of 

these two measures by the correlation method. 

The writer believed that such a study would help 

her In the effectiveness of her teaching arid her pupils 

in the quality of their learning. It was hoped that the 

thesis wculd prove to be of sorne interest snd value not 

only to other teachers of stenography but to all teachers 

who take an interest In the abilities of their pupils in 

spelling arid feel a responsibility for the quality of the 

performances of theIr pupUs. 
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This sttdy was made in the Washington High School, 

Portland, Oregon, during the scÌoo1 year, 1949..50. It is 

believed by the wrlter thst she lad the wholehesrted sip- 

port oí the pupils in the study Otherwise, the study 

would be worth only as much as the degree of cooperation 

of these pupils in doing what they were really able to do. 

Ohapter II of this thesis presents sore of the vast 

amount of material which has been published relating to 

the subject o' spelling. 



CHAPTER II 

A SUMMARY OF STUDIES ON SPELLING 

No one detîles that spelling Is Important. To some 

people, incorrect spelling Is evidence of lack of care 

comparable with wrong speech or careless dress. To otJ'er, 

it 1ridicate geriraI Ignorance or Illogical think1n and 

poor training. 1th the invention. of the typewriter In 

the 1870'a, incorrect spe1IIn could no longer be hidden 

by poor handwritIng. As bu3iness and industry became 

1ncreaIng1y Involved in a mazo of correspondence and aa 

the newer proses turned out vast aìnount of printed ma 

tena?, the printed word - correctly spelled - ha$ 

asuned greater arid greater Importance. Educators have 

been InvestigatIng the varIous aspects of spoiling and 

1ernIng to spell for over 100 years; teaehers have been 

dopaIrIng of the quality of ptipi1' 2pe111rg for at 

least thi$ long; and many ad1t are sure that present- 

day youths do not spell s well as those of former 

generations, 

The vagaries of spelling in the English 1anuage re- 

ceive thor ahare of blame for spoiling difficulties. 

Any 1ani:e that onda six words in the same four letters-- 

roth, Lb, dotgh, p1ou, sougi, and rou -- and 



pronounces those four lctters differently In each of the 

six words can present all sorts of spelling hazards. 

Another soirce of confusion to the speller is the vast 

number of' foreign words Introduced by Invasion, war, and 

commerce into our vocabularies. The spelling of the French 

word bureau, for instance, would be difficult 1f the 

speller had already learned to spell borrow and burro. 

The fact that the child before he :is graduated fron grarn 

mar school may be confronted With as many as forty-seven 

different sound-letter ssociat1ona for the letter !?a 

alone Is still another exarìple of the Inconsistency of 

English spelling (50, p. 1161). SpellIng rules aro so 

loaded with exceptions that Louttit (44e P. 281) suggests 

that it is probably easier arid moro economical to astor 

spelling by memorizing each individual word. In view of 

the limitations of the everge adelt's vocabulary, this 

would not be such an impossible task as it might at first 

seem. 

To explain -- somewhat -- the inconsistencïes in 

the spelling of the English language, it Is necessary to 

go back to the early beginnings of written language. 

Early man relied on his memory for the preservation of 

the story of his group. His legends and stories were 

saved by being passed along from generatIon to generation 

by word of mouth. His first attempts at written records 
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were p1ctoraphs carved in or painted on stone. Even 

today the rocky walls of the Colunb1a River Gorge bear 
the Indians' primitive attempts at this kind of writing. 
Such early attempts at writing began about 3500 B. C. in 
Asia Iinor and, probably, France and have endured into 
modern times. The present-day Chinese language Is a modi- 

fled version of pictoraphic writing. 
Primitive man had no materials for writing as we 

think of them because paper, cloth, ink, and pens had not 
yet been inventod. He naturally turned to the resoirces 
of the country in which he lived. In Egypt, stone was 

plentiful, as the pyrcmids 'nd temples btllt by the 

iaraohs prove, but in Mesopotamia and Babylonia stone 

hardly exists. The writers there turned to what was at 
hand -- rIver clay. The moist clay was shaped so as to 

resemble a square cushion with ronded corners; the stylus 
used for writing was generally made of reed; and the fin- 

Ished writin was either baked or sun-dried to harden the 
clay. 

Stone offered lIttle difficulty in the drawing of 
pIctogra11se but the reader had to go to his material 

since It could not be moved with any degree of facility. 
When early man attempted to use wet clay as a writing 
medium, he found It impossible to draw objects in full 
detall successfully. Instead of drawing the point of the 
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stylus across the sirface, tbe point wa pressed in; and 

a sharp edge depre5ed in the required directIon, with the 

effect that the bend of the line assirned a 811htiy trI-e 

ang.1ar shape. This characteristic, the wedge sbtpe, gave 

this k!nd of w ritinj its nwne, cuneiform. EVOki in its 
highest stg of deve1opnent, the cuneifori writing was 

exceedingly coiiiplex and clumsy (18, p, 302). Our know.. 

ledge of cuneiform writing, which, incidentally, i the 

medium in whic1 the beginning chapters of the Old Pestanent 

were first written, has corne to us from the discoveries 

of srcheologists digging In Iraq, Ept, and other coun- 

tries of the sncient East, 

The cliy used for the tablets boarthg the cunol.. 

form writing is practically indestructIble. Of the clay 

tablets thRt were not baked but were dried ifl the sun only, 

many have survived the centuries. The libraries of au- 

tlqulty, often parts of the palaces of the neient kings 

or 0V the tompls, were composed of tablets on shelves much 

as we keep our books today. 

"Unfortunrtely for us, we do not get the tablets 

from the library shelves Intact (1, p. 115). Not only 

have the tablets themselves in many instanco3 been broken 

into pieces but the whole library also is now In wild con 

fusion. The discoverer of today who plans to reconstruct 

the ancient literature of Babylona and Assyria has before 
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him a jisw puzzle of the first magnitude. He iust ex 

amine each franent by itself arid from its contents try to 

determine wbere it belongs. Then he must hunt up the pub- 

lished materIal of the special group and see whether the 

new fragment adds anything new or fIts into some previoua 

break," 

The forerunners of the alphabet were the hIero- 

glyphs which were, at first, symbols for general Ideas 

rather than for words or sounds (48, p. 392). After a 

long time, man advanced from inexact symbols for Ideas to 

3ymbols for specific words, Then, after another long In- 

terval, he attained t0 the use of symbols for the sounds 

of which the words were composed. At first, he sought to 

find a sIngle letter which would represent exactly a single 

sound. ThIs, however, was gIen up as an Impossible task, 

probably for the reason that so many people wanted to be 

different from other people. 

Unfortunately for the speller, the English language 

has come from a wIde variety of sources. Our aliabet 

comes from the Phoenician 1anuage, which employed no 

vowels; however, English itself is a teutonic language. 

"::t (43, p, 24) orIginated in )ermany, though perhaps it 

would be more sccurcte to say thnt we fInd It spocen in 

Germany t the dawn of history. Other Teutonic languages 

are German, Dutch, and the four Scandinavian tongues. 
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All these nd English are believed to have descended from 

one i&rigago, usually known s Teutonic. If we examine 

the various languages now spoken in Europe, we find that 

they are more or less alike in vocabulary and granmar, 

with the exception of Finnish, Hungarian, and Basque. 

Furthermore, Persian and Sanskrit likewise resemble this 

European oup. 

"Consequently the scholars feel certain that the 

European languages are descended from a language to which 

they iave Liven the name of Indo-Buropean (43, p. 25). 

They have found no relics of this oriina1 indo-European 

language, but believe that of its descendants Sanskrit 

most nearly re3eiibles it. We have eit brsnohes of this 

IndoEuropean family: the Teutonic; the rtalic, which in- 

eludes Latin and its descendants, the fiveRomance ian- 

guages; the Greek; the Slavic; the Celtic, the language of 

the early Britons and the ancient Gaula; indo-Irantan; 

Albanian; and Armenian. 

"English, then, is a member of the Teutonic branch 

of the great Ïndo-Juropean family of languages (43, p. 27). 

The people whom we first f'ind speaking it in Germany are 

generally known as the Anglo.Saxons, end their ianguge is 

called either Anglo-Saxon or Old English. The English 

language was not spoken in England until after 449, when 

the Anglo-Saxon Invasion of thet island began. The 
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Britons, the er1y inhabitants of Er!gland, did not speak 

English but spoke a vsriety of Celtic. It is an arriazing 

fact that the Celtic language of the Britons had scarcely 

any effect upon the English of the Anglo-Saxons." 

"An Anglo-Saxon Dictionary is said to record. about 

20,000 words, snd many o these have become obsolete 

(32, p. 19-20). The Oxfordnlish Dictionary of the 

present records over 400,000 words. Even when every al- 
1owince is made for the increase in the number of native 

words by composition and other moans, the Anglo-Saxon ele- 

nient ifl OtT full vocablary must appear small. With an 

effort, one could still describe most of the commonest 

needs, acts arid thoughts in words of purely Anglo-Saxon 

origin. Nearly all the personal pronouns, the rnaority 

of prepositions and conjunctions, many of the commonest 

verbs, and. a large number of nouns arid adjectives in every- 

day use are Anglo-Saxon. ifl t}e Lord's Prayer, for ex- 

aip1e, only six words are foroign ass, them, tenpt 

tion, deliver, power1 and çr." 
"The golden ae of Anglo-Saxon culture (in Great 

3ritain) was the tenth century, the period of respite 

between two series of Norse invasione and of a united 

England uled by Edward, Athelstn, and Edgar (32, p. 26-7). 

The renewed Norse invasions, followed by the rule of a 

Norse king, Canute, were a further blow to the cause of 



pure Anglo-Saxon; nor were matters mended during the reign 

of Edward the Confessor, the son of a Norman mother, under 

whom French manner& and French words began to enter the 

country. 

"To Old Nore wo owe some of the commonest words of 

our present language (32, p. Z2-5), It hes oven given us 

two of our pronouns, the words they rd them, which re- 

placed the forms descended from the Anglo-Saxon hie and 

The rLva1ry between the two vocabularies is coiwnemo- 

rated in the pair of aynonyma raise and re9r, the former 

beiìg the Norse, the latter the nglish variety of the 

same original verb." 

In 1066, William the Conqueror came to ßnglsnô from 

Normandy; ma3e good his claim to the throne of England; 

nd settled down with thouaands of his French-speaking 

subjects. For a long time the two languages were spoken, 

French being the official language spoken by the ruling 

clase nd I.ngiish the lnguao of the common people. 

Little by little, English prevailed. 

"French itself is simply a corruption of Latin, and 

hence this explains how e great many Latin words even- 

tually got into English (43, p. 2?). It does not, of 

course, Ccouflt for all. For hundreds of years Latin was 

the languige of scholarsiip all over Europe. It happened, 

therefore, that when a learned Englishman was writing in 
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h1. ntive tonme and found himself at n loss for a word 

to express a certatn idea, he would borrow one from tho 

Latin. 

"The effects of Norman rulo are visible in the 

names of many of our institutions, but they are clearest 

in our legal vocabulary (2, p. 38). From Norman times 

cintes the habit of regarding French as the language of 

fashion, It is sin1ficant, for example, that the older 

trades such as smith, and weaver should have na- 

tive names, while er and haberdasher, which indicate 

sorno degree of luxury should be Normen. The Norman 

vocabulary had ceased to be recruited from the French 

by the 14th Century, but the influence of French was still 

strong. 
"Middle English was not only the passive recover 

of French words, it was the voluntary and eager borrower 

(32, p. 39). The Norman additions are a sign of politi- 

cal subjugation, those of Central or Parisian French of 

intellectual indebtedness. The great enrichment of our 

vocabulary from French life and literature lasted from 

the end of the 12th until the end of the 1tt. CentLry; 

then, with the Renaissance, Greece arid Rome superseded 

Franco as the mai-n reservoir for new words. 

"Thanks in part t the stories of the returning 

Crusaders, sorne of te color end romance of th.e Orient was 
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entering our language (2 p. 41). OrIental words whIch 

arrived in our language by wc of ]'rance are the Arbie 

azure and mtttres8 and the Persian scerlet. 

"Scholastic philosophy so douinated the minds of 

educated iiicn In the 13th nd 14th CenturIes that some of 

its teris inevitably found their way Into common speoch. 

Such words ere filosofre (philosopher), gu9llty, and 

quantity (32, p. 42). Thora was much to fascinate the 

popular mind In astrology. A man was mecuria1, 

or saturnine through the influence of plenets. Besides 

these 3ClCfltifIC words of cireek or Roman origin, the most 

general terms of the arts arid sciences had entered our 1an 

guage before the close of the Middle Ages. Whatever the 

ultimate soce of all these words, whtber Orientel, 

Greek, or F'tomn, they were Old French before they were 

Middle English. 

"As there was much Intercourse ifl trade and at sea 

between the people of Enlsnd and the people of the Low 

German or Middle Dutch landa, It was netural that certain 

terms should be borrowed (32, p. 45). kart and hawker 

are word3 whIch may have entered English in this way, 

Somewhat later our borrowings from the Netherlands began 

to assume a more distinct character. In particular, we 

received from the Netherlands various terms connected ztth 

navigation and painting." 
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Many voce.tlon$ have brought With them word3 from 

the country In which they beg,an or were made famous. The 

pnges of a cook books for exanp1e, are filled with French 

wordB -- !. gratir, souffle, omelette, to name only a few. 

Scientific and medical. term$, such as thermometer, pneu- 

bioiog £2.2A9 te1esco, phonograjh, and mega- 

2ho!, are among our borrowIngs from the Greeks. While 

Greek has almost entirely dropped out of the crrictla of 

our 8ohool2 and co1lee, a few persone will have to per- 

sist In l.arn1rig it, or el3e there will be no systematic 

names for the Vì8t new achïeve:nent3 of science, Enton,o. 

1oy alone concerns itself with more than 500,000 different 

species, each insect with it specific name. Of cmirse, 

only a very small percontae of these names are known to 

the lay public. 

The six years of World War II gave us no end of new 

word3 from all kinds of sources. The Germans contributed 

blitz, flak, Panzer, Gestapo, and many others; Norway gave 

us 1sli; Japan, nisel; the armed services, countless 

words either new or with new meanings, words such as block- 

commando, paratrooper, and D-Da; and, of course, 

the atoiio bomb iCh has affected our lives ifl such 

startling ways has also affected our language. Chain re- 

action, sior, plU, artd atomic are only a few 

of the words tÌt this invention has brought to our 1angue. 
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Proper flae have been modified Into oonmion words. 

Nicot.ne eome from the Frerrnhman, Jacques Nicot, who !n 

1560 introduced tobacco into France. America comes from 

Amerizo Vospueci, the Italian explorer nd maiaker. 

Christopher Columbus gsve us many varieties of hi name: 

Go1mbI, Colombia, and Colombo. Mcadamize cornes from the 

Scotch engineer, John L. MeAdam. 

An examination of 1Vebster's original two-volume 

dictionary of 1828 would show that practically ali of hi 

words are single words. In the last twenty-fIve or thirty 

years, L1 lcrge number of phra sos of two or three words 

have boøn 'mnufactured to stand for new Ideas. :3uch 

expressions as niit club, candid camera, and lastio 

surg have a more restricted meaning than could be had 

from knowing wbat each of the words making up the phrase 

means. There h.s also been a. tendency to combine two words 

by a hyphen and then, over a period of time, make these 

worda into one word, e.g., extrecurrlcular, classroom, 

Each phase of our history has ndded new words to 

our languae. The early pioneers, who met constantly 

with new circumstances and new objects, added such des.. 

criptive words as bullfrog, rnuskrt, razorback, arut, 

and huckr. Our American authors, who included Wait 

Whitman, Mark Twain9 and Brt }ite, left their imprints 

on our language with their colorful and sometimes vulgar 



terms - wirepu].ler, spellbInder, dead beat, and 

stake, for eamp1o. The pioneers acquired from the Indians 

nares for strange animals and birds, trees fruits, and 

natural features of the country. Many of t'om are as near 

as the pioneers could come to the strange-sounding words 

of the Indians. Opossum, raccoon, hick2, uah, homiy, 

and 9an are a few. 

The contacts of Americans with people of other 

countries -- with the Spanish in Mexico and. the Southwest; 

with the Germans, Dutch, Scandinavians, and Polish who 

immigrated to this country; and even with the Filipinos 

and !alayans at the time of' the Spanish-American War -- 

hve contributed a vast wealth of words, 

Word meanings have been subject to constant change 

as time goes on. Now words have been manufactured nd 

existing words have acquired new meanings to meet the pro- 

gress of' knowledge and changes in thought. Through the 

centuries a word has often had several meanings. Nice is 

an example of this. It began by meaning "ignorant". A 

sIlent person miit be ignorant, or he might be shy; thus 

the word had both implications. During the sixteenth and 

seventeenth centurie s, it developed several new meanings -- 

"foolish", "rare", 00yÇ and "overrefined", Then lt came 

(as applied to females) to mean "reluctant", "slow to show 

pleasure", "hard to please", "exacting". From tis came 
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the senze of discr1m1nat1n able to judge delicately, to 

make nice distinctions. A person possessing this quality 

was a nice per3on; you liked her; hence th the middle 

1700's, the word was extended to include any pleasing, 

agreeable thing. 

Oui' speilins as well sa word meanings have not re- 

mamad the same. Such words as scissors, scythe, and 

ia1a.d were once 8isours, sithe, and hand. a6 does 

not have a single letter remaining of Its spelling in the 

days of King John (approximately 1200) when it was spelled 

zitoh. Even in a fifteen-year period, Ruth Anderson 

(3, Pi 16), who made s word-by-word comparison of the 

changos ifl Webster's Collegiate Dictionary (66), found 

thousands of cì.anges. She found that a ¿reater r000gn- 

tion was given trade nanes a time passed and large numbers 

of changes in the use of the hyphen and in making two words 

into a hyphenated word and then Into a singlo unhyphenated 

wo rd. 

"Nesrly all 1anguaes have a periodic spring_ 

cleaning' of their' orthography (52, p. 111). English had 

R tremendous 'spring-cleaning' between the 12th and 14th 

centuries. it looks like s sucden revolution from Old 

English to Middle English. It was a gradual change in 

speech which everta1ly compelled a rather sudden chango 

in spelling. In the Renaissance our spelling underwent 
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much reform, largely In order to latinize words that were 

not of Itin origin rLie was adorned with h and . 

Even In the time of Shake speare, English spelling remained 

quite chaotic. In the 18th century a drastic reform was 

made. It Is practically Dryden's spelling thet we use now." 

With the invention of printing in 1456 and eS IflSfl 

began recording his writIng, dictionaries to eid insoell- 
Ing and word definition were pub1ishec. Good (29, p. 4956) 
divides English dictlonary..maklrig into three periods. The 

first period of the seventeenth century was devoted to 

collecting the hard, the adopted, and the less-known words 

tht were In use -- and spelling arid defining these words. 

"Edward PhIlliPSa nephew of John Milton, described his 
New World of lish Words (1658) as 'containing the in- 
terpretatlon of such hard words as are derived (16, p. 38) 

from other languages'." 
In the second period In the eighteenth century, 

dictionaries were characterized by trying to provide a 

complete vocabulary, giving laws to English speech, and 

refining, perfecting and. standardizing it (29, p. 495-6). 
It was at this time that "it was 1agined by men of leti. 
tors - among therr Addison, Swift, and Pope -- that the 

English language had thon attained such perfection that 
further improvement was hardly possible, and t feared 
that if It wore not fixed by lexicographic authority 
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deterioration would soon begin (16, p. 338). It wn 

necesaary that the task of cornpi11n uc a dictionary 

he entrusted to riomeorie wtlo3e learning would cornrnd re- 

spect, and t1 man who wa oosen was Samuel Johnson. 

HIs dictionary the first edition of which in two-folio 

volumes appeerd in 1755, was fcr its quotations and pithy 

definitions admirable, but it was inadequate even as a 

standard of the then-exIstIng literary usage. Johnsön 

hinself did not 1on ertertan the belief that the ntu- 
rai deveiopnent of n ]rae can be arrested in that or 

ny otier way. His word was, however, generally accepted 

as a final authority, and the ideas upon which it was 

founded dominated English lexicography for more than a 

century." 

The third period of dictionary making was in the 

second half of the nineteenth century when dictIonary 

makers learned to think of themselves as reporters of 

usage and as historians of the language (29, p. 495-6). 

In 1857, the Oxford New EnglIsh Dictona was originated 

at the suggestion of Dean Trench (16, p. 339). Trench, 

an Anglican archbishop and poet of that period, felt that 

the general dictionary of a l nguage should be a record 

of all the words current and obsolete -- of that inri- 

3u.age, with ali their meanings and uses, but should not 

attempt to be a guide t "good usage" Little was done 
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on the New Er1g).i$i Dictionary unti). 1878 when the epene 
of prïrit1n and publi$hing the proposed dictionary was 

assurieci by the delegates of the Oxford University Press. 

The first Anerica dictionary, Noah Webster's 

AmerIcan DIotionaj of the En1ish Laa (1828), has 

served in Aiier1ca as a "working tool for niasses of people 

with a conrnon tntorest in understanding and using their 
mother tongue (16, p. 340)!. This dictionary of 70,000 

words in two volumes has in a little over 100 years grown 

to the present unabridged edition of 600,000 words, 552,000 

of wiich are purely vocabulary entries pits abbrevIations, 

biographical, and eQgraphica1 names, 

One may well ask how, In that short period of time, 

such a growth of vocabulary can be accounted for, Indus- 

try nd commerce and especially the deve1opient of the 

sciences leadIng to intercourse among nations and to con-' 

tacts with other natIons have been largely responsible for 
this treieridous ,owth ir our vocabulary. As specIaliza 

tion has become more and moro a part or our lIfe, each 

secia1 fIeld has contributed its share to our constantly 

increasing total vocabulary. 

New words get into the dictionary, as the publishers 

of the MerrIarnWebster dictionary term it, by "currency" -- 
vocal, written, or printed in the English-speaking 

world. The dictionary-riakers comb all kinds of publications 
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from all of the En1ish-speaking countries of the world 

for words that are riot yet entered, seeking the fir3t 

ln8tance, record of the first user1s itetbod of forming 

the word, and subseQuent adoption by other8. When their 

files ow an individual word as current, it i given 

pronunciation, etymoloy, definition, criticism by spe- 

cialists in the field., and revision in accordance with 

those criticisms. 

Spelling was not a definite part of the curriculum 

of American schools until the end of the eighteenth 

century, The first schools in the early seventeenth 

century were designed primarily to teach reading of the 

Bible and, probably, made little effort to teach spell- 

Ing although, even then, some influence of Latin un- 

doubtedly crept in and influenced spelling of American 

words through its emphasis on the changing of words ac- 

cording to their parsing, declension, and gender. 

The first American school textbook, the New England 

îrimer, which appeared about 1700, contributed little to 

the teaching of spelling. McKee (47, p. 329) described it 

as "not setting up a definite program in the teaching of 

spelling, but one gets the implication that with the use 

of this book spelling first received incidentai attention 

as a part of the curriculum, in the light of the recorded 

history of education it seers safe to say that the words 
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the pupils were taught to spell during this period were 

those used in expounding the religious content of the 

book." 

Noah Webster, who is famous as a dictionary-maker, 

was also the attbor of the famous Blue-Backed Spelli 

J3ook. Grammatical Institutes of the English Langua, 

oomprisiflg easy, concise, and systematic Method of 

Education designed for the Use of 11Sh Schools in 

America, as this book was named, was published in Hartford, 

Connecticut, in 1783. It was the first distinctly Amori- 

cari textbook in this subject. "This book soon took the 

place of the New England Prinr end with its wide adop- 

tion spelling arid word mnalysis became an exceedingly 

popular school activity (47, p. 3O). It is hero that we 

find the beginning of a real systematIc attack upon the 

teaching of spelling z spelling." Reissues of this book 

in its original form have been printed arid widely sold at 

leait twice tri the present centry. 

In the nineteenth century, a large number of 

spellers grow out of the Blue-Backed $pellor. These were9 

according to McKee (47, p. 330-1), characterized by two 

things: "The authors did not make the slightest attempt 

to discover and place n their word lists those words which 

we now know are the most important for children to learn 

to spell. Evidently, words wore cLosen by perona1 opinion, 
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by their apparent spelling difficulty, and by their use 

in other subjects These boocs included an exoeedingly 

large number of words. It was not irnusual for the word 

list to cover more than 10,000 words, 

Psul Ìonroo lists the American el1er as the most 

famous oi these spellers coming from Webaters Blue-Backed 

sl1er. 'This (49, p. 347) is the premier American text- 

book, of which more than 75,000,000 copies have been sold, 

and which yet has its devotees.' 

The present.dsy spellers contain more carefully 

selected words than those in the spelling books of former 

days. No longer are the autora' whims the critoria for 

the selection of words, Thorndike s The Teacher's Word 

for example, "Is an alph.abetic list of the 10,000 

words which are found to occur most widely in e. count of 

about 625,000 words from literature for children -- The 

Bible, English classics, elementary-school texts, books 

about cooking, sewing, farming, the trades, and the like, 

daily newspapers, nd correspondence. Forty-one different 

sources were used (63, p. iii)." 

Another well-known speller is the Ayros 

first published in 1915 p. 28990). In the 

selection of words for this scale, a compilation was made 

of the four most extensive vocablary stdies extant. rfhe 

purpose was "to identify the words iost commonly used in 



different sorts of English writing". Out of a total of 

386,000 words, 1000 were selected as common, A word was 

considered "common" if it appeare as many as twelve 

times. The 1000 common words selected by Ayres were found 

to comprise approximately ninety per cent of the total 
running words of adult writing. 

In additton to the various spellers that have been 

printed, a number of stondardizod spelling scales have 

also been published. The Iowa Spelling Scales, one of the 

well-known stendardied spelling tests for elementary 

grades, contain 3,000 words. These scales (5, p. 20) were 

standardized by administering the words to school children 

in more than 1000 school systems in Iowa, with approxi- 

mately 45,000 children participating in the work. As a 

result of having administered these words to the Iowa 

school children, each word was placed in the scale on the 

basis of the accuracy with which the children in the re- 

spective grades spelled lt when it was presented in ordin- 

ary list form. Aahbaugh (5, p. 20) has suggested that 

these lists can be used in at least three ways: "(1) mea- 

surement of status of spelling ability, (2) measurement 

of growth in spelling ability, and. (3) a minimal spelling 

list for teeching purposes". Much the same purposes are 

met by the other standardized spelling scales. 

The spelling lists used in connection with this 
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thesis were Sixteen plling ca1es (4), strndrdized 
set of scales for secondary schools. In order to stan- 
dardize these sc8les, 46,017 ptplls In 18]. hiJì schools 

from 160 cities in thirty-three stmtes wore used. 

One of the most importsnt movemnents concerning 

spelling has been put forth by the devotees of simplified 
spelling. "in 1573 John Barrett published a dictionary in 
which he sigested that the superfluous letter be omitted 
from English spellins entirely and that the use of c be 

limited solely to its combination with h to spell the 

sound of 2. aS in phl.1 (50, p. 1166)." It is claimed 

thst English spelling is the most difficult and least sys- 
tematic of any among the modern languages (48, p. 393; 

52, p 110; 42, p. 28), with Chinese and Thai (which can 

hardly be considered mnodern .1pnuages) as poss:b1e excep- 

tions. The di'fIculty of spellIng EnglIsh wes noted by 

Noah Webster,who publishee. an essey on the subject. "When 

Webster issued hi dictionary in '828D he put into prao- 
tice whet he hmd preached. Certe.in of th reforms he 

InItiated were too radio.1 to win wide aeceptmnco; but it 
is duo to him that we Americans now write almanac, 

although the ßritish still ciin to o1, almanack, 

wag (48, p. 383-4)." 

The most extensive efforts in behalf of simplified 
spelling have been made by the America? PhIloloIoa1 
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Simplified Spoiling Ioard, the Simplified Spelling Socïety, 

and the National Education Asooiation. 

George bernard Shaw and Theodore Roosevelt are only 

two of simplified spelllng'3 famous upportere. "in 1906 

Pre3idcnt Theodore Roosevelt subjected the project of 

simplification to a practical test (l9 p. 388). He 

issued n exeettivo order directing the public printer to 

use In all papers sent out from the White House the 300 

simplified spellings recommended by the Simplified Speil 

Ing Boird. Congress refused to have those changes made 

tri Its printing st'yle and in December, 1906, the order 

was resclnded,' 

Apparently other nations have recognized the noces- 

sity of keeping the spelling of their languages up-to-date 

as the languages changed. 'The French Academy deliberately 

changed 5,000 words iri 1602, and has kept up a stream of 

mild changes ever since (52, p. 111). The ormans and 

Scandinavians have .tead11y reformed their spelling. The 

Italians and Spanish have kept their spelling constantly 

thanging a the language changes. "0f ail the widely 

spoken languages, Russian has the most perfect spelling 

and by many people is considered the richest in oxpres1ng 

shades of thought (42, p. 332)." 

In spite of the pressure brought by these Individuals 
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and organ1zatiors, 5inp1ified 3peiling has not been s.c- 

cepted by tl'ie Amcrlcan public. This is probably due to 

two reasons: first, th Amertean public resents and re- 

sists propagnd1t1e presures. Ohane3 have come OEbout 

automatically rather than through extern1 forces of perm. 

usion or regu1at1n, such a the shift from the Lttin 

-9!. to tìie American .'.er (idv±sor, promoter). 3econd 

hitorian$, ph11ogi5t, etyno1og3t$, and other people 

workiri with wards believe that if spelling were simpli- 

tied it wovid be more difficult to trace word beginnlnge 

and origins s well as to show relationships between word 

famiHes. 

In connection with sImplified spelling, Basic 

English might be mentioned., Basic EnglIsh is a systev . of 

850 English words capable of serving as a iediun tor 

spoken ad written discourse at the level of everyday 
needs. Planned and develciped by Charles Kay Ogden 

(l7 p. 3O66b) between 25.32 In Csmbride, England, 

it is not intended as a substitute for English; but, 

rather, It Is proposed that it' be used as a secondary in- 

ternational language. While the 880 words of the enera1 

Basic Word List are sufficient for the needs of the ordin- 

ary communication, they cannot e press st all adequately 

the technicalities with which specIali:ts alone are con- 

cerred or even the ore complicated generally useful ideas. 
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the iabrìc1ged C:ict1onarie show over 600,000 words whlth 

eire in ue to the extent that they re not labelled "obso.. 

lete" n oomprIscn with the 850 of this vocebtlery. It 

would be most dficu1t however, to bo ary shades of 

teani or varetes or exprosion with such a limited 

total vocabulary. 

The first person to do eperiinental work In connec- 

tion with pell1ri was Dr. J. Ì. FiOe, a physician and a 

pioneer In edLeational research. ThIs was in 1894, 

Dr, Ree tested scoo1 children all over the country to 

find ot bow well they could spell. "11e found that the 

school had little to do with the child's ability to pel1, 

that pupu1 who spent only ten ninutes a day on spe1lin 

could spell as well as those who spent forty minutes a day, 

and that drill work In the direct teaching of spelling was 

futile (47, p. 32)." 

The next person interested ifl experimenting in 

spelling was AsItant SuperIntendent O. P. Corrman of the 

Fhlladolphia Public Schools (55, p, 5). He made a study 

of the efficiency of spelling Instruction. He was of the 

opinion that tIse incidental method of teaohing spelling 

secured just as od results as a regular spelling dIlill. 

From that time on, the experimental work in spell- 

Ing has teex varied and extensive. The various aspects of 
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pe1lirg have beenì investigated, most of them a Ii. re nurn 

ber of times, without &i7 vitb1e improvement in the qua1 

Lty of the spelling of the American population. 

In trying to determine poasible causes of spelling 

difficulties, prcticaily no stone has been left unturned. 

Even the effect or hypnosis on learning to spell hs been 

Investigated. Gray at The £anas state Teachers College 

at Emporia, Kansas, (30, p. 473) cperimented by hypno. 

tizing six studente and teaching them to spell certain 

words while In a hypnotic tranee. He found this improved 

their spelling ability by only 1.92 per cent over si tu 

dents taught the same words in the sane way except that no 

hypnosis had been induced, Ho concluded that "this is not 

suffIciently great to wavrnt wiñesed use of hypnosis 

as a means of teaching pe1ling". 

Students of shorthand often feci that shorthand has 

a detrimental effect upon their ability to spell. Anderson 

(2, p. 97-8) investIgated this plisse at spelling. She 

matched 100 non«.shorthmd students with lOO shorthand 

studente, pairing them according to mental age and acores 

iade on the Bixior Fligh School Spelling Teste Coeffi- 

dents of correlation were computed between chronological 

age, mental age, previous school marks, and spelling test 

scores, Pour spelling tests wore gIven over three semes 

ters. The differences between the mean scores for the 
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shorthand and the non-shorthand croups were so small that 
it was believed that the tudy of shorthand had little 
effect upon spel1in ability. From her results, Dr. 
Anderson concluded "that studying shorthand had neither a 

detrimental nor a beneficial effect on spelling". 
What is spelling ability? k3oth Wheat (67) and 

Wiuliaìison (8) agree tnat it is a generai rather than a 

special ability. 'Spel1ing ability may be thought of 
either as a composite oÍ special abil.ties or as a general 
ability (67, p. 298). We may think of it as the ability 
to spell each of the 1,500 'common' words or each of the 
3,500 to 5,000 words o! the spelling book. We must consi- 
dCr that there are such attainments as a general spelling 
conscience that is not satisfied unless the writer Is cer- 
tain of the spelling of the words he is writing and a gen- 
eral spelling attitude of giving enough attention to every 
new word that appears in context to fix its spelling form 
fairly well In mind." "Probably learning to spell should 
not be considered an independent ability (68, p. 257) but 

rather the integration of V1SL5l and auditory perception, 
word meaning and general intelligence." 

The ability to spell is apparently connected with 
the ability to read. Generally, the good reader is a good 

speller, but a study of readIng and spell1n scores of in- 
coming highschool freshmen reveals this is not always 
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fluenced by the level of ability arid amount of experience 

in reading. Once the spelling of & word ii learned, it is 

probably kept .iive by being perceived repeatedly in the 

proccs or reading as well as by experience in r:t.tn 

(23, p. 290). Townsend (64, p, 466) found rnedin corre- 

lation of A511 between reading comprehension and spelling 

ability for roup of 200 pupils n Grad$ Three to 

Twelve, These results would indicate a substantIal poal.. 

tive relationship between reading and spelling abilities. 

Gilbert (27, p. 576) in bis experiment with the effects 

of reading, on the spelling abillt7 of 380 college students 

believed that his findinçs indicated clearly that college 

students Improve their spellin through reading even when 

attention is not directed toward that end. Gilbert 

(26, p. 204) also investigated ninth-grade pupils to find 

the effect of reading on their spoiling abUitiea. He 

found that those pupi1 also tended to improve their spell- 

Ing through reading even when attention was not directed 

toward spelling, In both experinients, it was shown that 

the sin in spoiling ability did not depend on a slow rate 

of reading which would permit a relatIvely unhurried con- 

templation of words, The largest amount of learning in 

spelling took place among the fast readers, 

Both Galo (14) and Russell (57), however, wrote that 



there Is at present little transfer between reading and 

spelling. #In the good old days' when children were 

taught to reed by first learning the alphabet, then spoil- 

Ing out the words, and then road1n orally so frequently 

that the series of letters for common words were well 

ground in, they actilly learned spelling first and reads- 

ing ftorwards. There was e large amount of transfer from 

one ubjeot to the other. With the Introduction of more 

effi oient waye of teaching reading, children's ability to 

spell words they could read easily rapidly d1rninihod. 

Children are now taught to glance quickly at words, guese 

the meaning from the anntext, and proceed iaríely by see.. 

Ing the outlines presented by the words rether than the 

actual letters, The better a child reads the niore f1eet. 

Ing is the glance he gives each separate word. Whereas 

the old-fashioned methods of teaching reading automatIcally 

taught spelling aa well, the modern methods produce excel- 

lent readers and abom1nbie spellers (14, p. 86-7). "it 

has been Indicated that readIng and spelling share dopen- 

derice on perceptual ability. The so-called good reader 

may not necessarily be a good peiler. Not only may the 

type of k1ll In reading affect spelling but the way zead- 

Ing is learned may have some Influence (57, p. i6_?)fl 

In contradiction to Colo s statement that modern 

methods produce excellent readers, other persons have 
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di$eovered the exact reverse. it would seem, in fact, 
that thO modern allegedly efficient methode of teaching 
reading not only do not bring about od polling hbits 
but do not bring about habits of reading either. This 

lack of x'eading ability has been stdiod in a great many 

instances. Both McFadden (45, p. 25) nd 3tephens 

(60, p. 89) called attent.on to it in their investiga.. 
tion. Stephens lists, in addition to poor training In 
reaciin, other possIblc causes for a lack of reading skill. 
These causes are "poor vocabulary bsckgrounds, comparative 

indifference to the lenrning of new Ideas, laziness, and 

in sorne cases timidity". Witty (69, p. 114) found In an 

Investi.ation that "In a state-wide strvey of reading 
ability in New York, two-fifths of the ninth.-ade pupils, 
one-third of the tenth, one-fifth of the eleventh and one- 

third to onetenth of the seniors fell below the standard 
ninth-grade performance on the Iowa Reading Exaìtnation". 

Hollingworth (39g p. 126-7), in 1919, outlined six 
steps in learning to spell. These are: "(1) An object, 
act, quslity, relation, etc., is 'bounds to o. certain sound, 

which has often been repeted while the object is pointed 
at, the act is performed, etc. In order thet the bond may 

becoie definitely established, it is necessary (a) that 
the Individual should be able to identify In consciousness 

the object, act, quality, etc.; (b) that he should be able 
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to reeollect the particular vocal sounds which have been 

associeted therewith. (2) The sound (word) becomes 

'bound' wit performance of the very complex muscular at 

necessary for articulating ft. (3) Certain printed or 

written symbols, arbitrarily chosen, vitally representing 

sound eombintïons, become (a) wIth the reooznizod 

objects, acts, etc.D and (b) wlth their vocal representa- 

tives, so t}t when these symbols are presented to sight, 

the word can be uttered by the perceiving individuai. 

This is what we should call abiLity 'to read' the word, 

(4) The separate symbol .. s (letters) become associated With 

eq&1 other in the proper sequence, and have the effect of 

calling each other up to consciousness in the prescribed 

order. When this ha taken place, we say that the indivi 

dual can Q.t2J1 (5) The child by a slow, voluntary 

process 'binds' the visual perceotion of' the separate 

letters with the muscular movements of arm, hand, and 

fingers necessary to oo the word. (6) The child 'binds' 

the representatives in consciousness of the visual symbols 

wIth the motor responses necessary to produce the written 

word spontaneously, at pleasure. 

Pernald (20, p. l8ia.3) outlined the steps for spel1 

ing a little differently. She listed three: "(1) deveiop 

ment of a distinct perception of the word; (2) development 

of a distinct tmage of the word so that the individual can 



recall lt after the stimulus has teen removed; and (3) 

repetition of the writing of the word until a real habit 

is formed, so that the process becomes so autoatic that 

th.e word cari be written without much conscloi s attention to 

the details of its sfllingtt. 

Undoubtedly poor spellers do not just happen. Vhat, 

then, is responsible for the poor spelling ability of siio 

indivIduals In contrast with the good spelling ability of 

other Individuals who have had approximately the same 

traini ng? 

Some causes of poor spelling acbieve!Tent might be 

any one or moro of the following: (a) sensory defects, 

faulty perception, and imagery weaknesses; (b) poor general 

intelligence; (e) motor awkwardness and incoordination; 

(d) poor temperamental traits; (e) defects or deficiercies 
of training; (f) poor habits of attention; (g) poor habits 

of memory; and (h) miscellaneous causes. 

The fixit of these causes, sensory defects, faulty 

perception, and imagery weaknesses, Involves mostly the. 

eyes and ears. if sounds are indIstinct or visual stimuli 

are vague or distorted, the neural bonds resulting from 

these sensations will be difficult to form. Obviously, 

notably poor spellers should be given tests of auditory 

and visual acuity. 

Luella Pre:sey (54, p, 20ö-4) conducted an experiment 
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u$lflg sixty-four pa1r of children of equal 1ntell1ence 

but two grades apart in their abilities to spoil. These 

children were given 1ndiv1thal tests in irn1tt1on of sounds, 

Imitating vowel sounds, hearing double consonants, remem- 

bering a series of sounds, recognizing syllables, niarking 

the qual1t1e of vowels, writing consonant sounds nd corn-. 

binatlons, and remembering by sight. She concluded from 

this experlri*nt thct apelling s largely dependent upon ear 

training. lt is true that many of the fundamental worda 

of a language are not spelled phonetically, but it Is also 

true that a large number of words are sufficiently phonetic 

for the sounds to indicate the spell1rì. Even in the cases 

of words having silent letters, the sounds will give all 

but one letter and, if the child. can add visual stimuli 

to the sound stimuli, he cen easily learn the silent letter 

in its proper place. Having not only a Dod eal"' but a 

good memory for sund is an important factor In the case 

of children wLo with the same amount of intelligence and 

approximately the same amount of school training, succeed 

in beine pod spellers rather than poor spellers. 

in 1919, Murray (51, p, 374) found in an irivestiga-. 

tion of college students that seventy-five por cent of the 

poor spellers in the croup With wb orn she was working had 

some defect of hearing, vision, or articulation, as against 

sixty-.f:vo per cent of te good spellers. Of the letter, 
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1es than orie-eixth had more than minor def1cenciese 

Some analyses ol' achievement and tid1cs of 3peeial 

disbïI1ty by correlation methods c1arn to Indicate that 

visual perce;t1on is one of the moot Important, if not the 

most important o1emet, in te combination of abilities by 

which learning is effected Accuracy of visual perception 

Is largely a secific trait (21, p. 364). To be able to 

see similerities and small differences in printed word 

form.s is evidently the core of spoiling abllltye 

"host aithoritIos (7, p, 2-3) agree that an ade 

quate perceptual word attack and a memory for vLual and 

auditory stimuli are fundamental aspects of the spelling 

process. The difficulty is that such a statement gives no 

real clue to the specific patterns involved ifl the process." 

On the other hands "tudies Indicate the Impor 

tance of visual perception, particularly of verbal forms, 

as a necessary part of the equipment of ail good spellers. 

The emphasis seems to be upon the perception of the word, 

not upon the memory of it (57, p. 14). "Apparently spell.- 

Ing Is more dependent on perception than on memory 

(21, p. 198). The learning of spelling would therefore 

be a form of perceptual learning, 1.0 ., the empha$is is 

on the correct apprehension of what is to be learned 

rather than upon Its remembrance. Of course, memory is 

involved In all forms of learning, but the difficulty in 
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spelling seems to 11e more In the field of apprehension 

than In that of retention." 
Gates (25e p, 445) found, too, that learning to read 

and to spell involves in audition to perceptive annlysis, 
the associative connections botween one visual item and 

another, as when an unfamiliar word is acqAred in context, 
and between visual nd an auditory item as when the 

spelling is recalled in rezpone to the spoken word.- In-. 

abilities of children to learn to read or spell wel]. have 

frequently been diagnosed as due riot to deficiencies in 
general intelligence or eneral learning ability but to a 

pecifio deficiency In the associativo mocLanisms, such s 

"a'.d1tory memory" anc 'v1sual memory". His study seeed 
t- show that associative learning, except 1nofar as it 
measures the carne abilities as db tests of general intelli-. 
gence, is not closely associated with levels of abflity ln 
reading and spelling among the pupils studied. 

Gates also affirms Russell's views in his experiment. 
He (25, p. 442-5) studied visu&l perception, capacity in 
associative learning (both auditory-.visual association and 

visual-.visual association), and general linguistic and 

abstract learning in 310 pupils in Grades One to Six. He 

concluded from the performances of these pupils that 
visual perception varies widely according to the kind of 

items perceived and les widely according to the form of 
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the perceptive response when the kind of items remains 

constant. He steted, aio, that abilIty to perce1ve word 
forms (with the Influence of age end intelligence 311ml- 

nated) is substant11].y associated with reading nd spe11 

Ing ability. What such "word-perceptìon' ability is -- 

whether due priniarily to 9peclflc native aptltude or to 

acquired skill; whether largely a functIon of general read- 

Ing experience and skill or the result of special practice 

such. as may be provided by phonetIc drill, word analysis, 

etc. -- must io determined by InvestIgation. 

Hartmann (36, p. 698), using the taeistoscope for 

his experiments, exposed twenty unusual words for one 

second to his subjects, who then recorded the words they 
had seen. He concluded that spelling abll.ty Is no more a 

function of general vtsual perception than it is of general 
audi tory perception. 

Traxler (65, . 29) has written that "learning in 

spelling involves visual, auditory, and motor imagery, and 
various combinations of these. Individuals differ widely 

in their skill in using each type." 
According to Nolde s somewhat imaginative de scrip- 

tion: "For the purpose of studying spelling (53, p. ll89), 

Individuals nay be classified in three imagery groups 
strong visual, weak visual, a.nd auditory-kinnesthetic. 
For the strong visual type, spelling involves no more than 
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exact copying. The word is located as a visusi image and 

he1c. inti1 it is copied either verbi1y or manually. An 

individual who does not nave a clear picture must go 

throu certain mental gymnastics before he can decide on 

the image ta be tran$mltted into a spelled word, One who 

has a moderate degree of vi suai bI1ity can einpïay compar1 

son where the 1rnae does not appear distinctly. If such 

a person sees two or three forms of tite word, he can se- 

lect the correct one tbrouh a sense of fani1iar1ty. Lt 

is the third group who encounter real confusion. The word 

must 'ce broker down into a letter seqi.ence. Before a word 

that Is heard or thought can be spelled, lt must be trans- 

ferred into a new and different Image forr, This Is done 

through setting up a sound or muscle image, the sound or 

feeling of the letter sequence Identifying Itself invarl- 

ably wIth the sound and feeling of the word itself." 

While it is very obabe that Individuals come to 

rely more on one type of Imagery than on the others, even 

these lndiVidu&18 turn to another type or types when the 

one usually employed fails to serve their purposes in any 

particular Instance. Very few or perhaps no people sre of 

"pure" iniaery types end, normally, people possess and use 

all types of Imagery (56, p. 88). The kind of object and 

the nental set of the observer -- as well as the use to be 

made of the material -- help to determine the type of 
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imagery involved (56, p. 88). VISLaI iî:gery is the most 

wIdely employed (9, p. 200), with "auditoryD tactual, 

:k:;.nesthetic, ther;a1, and olfactory fo11ow1n In a decreas- 
lug order of frequency of use". Abtott (1) also found that 
visual imagery predominated n. recall in her study of 

spelling arid imagery, and that auditory, verba1-otor, arid 

kinesthetic (of the arm and hand) followed In decreasiri 
order - regardless of tI 50n30 department through which 

the rnatcriai had been presented. Auditory presentation 
interfered somewhat with the learning by visiles (mdlvi- 
duals with predomlnaìitly visual imagery), while visi.a1 

presentation had a similar effect on audiles, Lach ox- 

changed tne type of iodiate imagery from the presenta- 
tion to the favored type almoat at once and almost 

completely. 1xoopt in the presence of added attention, 
vocalization o new words whose spelling was being learned 
interfered somewhat with theIr learning. Vocalization was 

found to be valuable, in general, if it followed the syl- 
labios, but a hindranìce 1f lt followed the letters. In 
other words, aizlltory.-vocal procedures were elds to 

auditory-vocal people, but hindrances to visiles ard 

audiles, Burtt (Il), on the other hand, concluded that, 
apart from the strong visual types, other Individuals 
found that "their visual Images were mediated or reinforced 
by irrgery of' other modes or types - notably kinesthetic", 



Gr1ffitì18 (1, Ç. 88..91) found verbal-motor Imagery 

to rank fIrst in freqtoncy In tbe whole field of imagery, 

while visual imìgery ranked first in concrete Imagery. He 

found that visual imagery tered to be independent of other 
forms of imagery, but that the ac3ìtory and the kine$thetic 
forms tended to go together. In a given individual 
(31, p. 88), there aeemed to be a fairly constant factor 
which favored some one kind or combination of kinds of 

imagery. His restits argued against s theory of simple 

typea of imegery and toward a theory of combInation types. 
He, like many others, found sex difference in imagery to 

be small. 

Â new form of inveatiation of imagery and imagery 

types may prove to be of some value. olla, Hatton, and 

Walter (28, p. 22l2) investIated imagary in conjunction 
with tho oriceialograph in seven different tasks. Their 

records sugßeat some correlation between encephalograms 

and the iagory types used in these tasks. 
The usefulness of the conscious employment of 

imagery, both in the teaching and the learning of spell- 
lag, may be questioned. This would involve the manner of 

presentation of the material to be learned -- orally or 

visually, successively by sirile words or ail at once by 

groups of worts, and by whole words or by syllables. It 
would also involve the manner of study of the words -- 



orally aloud, orally by innor speech, kinesthetically, 

visually9 by atñltory perception, or Uy combinations of 

sornO or &1l of these in a way sirniìr to tnat of teaching 

confirmed non-readers to read. It is probable that poor 

spelling is as prevaleìt as it is moro by reason of poor 

attention, too much cpeed, antagonism. toward the subject, 

carelessne3s, lazifle3s, indifference, superficiality, and 

impatience than to inability to spell well due to deeper- 

lying causez except In a very sna11 percentage of the 

casec, If the employment of the priricipics of imagery 

should lead to the correction of some or all of these at- 

titudes, a great amount of good would result whether or not 

the direct inrluenoo of t:Le employment of irnaer'y was very 

great. 

A second cause of spelling diffIculty is the quiity 

of enera1 intelligence. Failure to spell may be simply 

one manifestation of :enera1 intellectual weakness 

(39, p. 128; 64, p. 46c). "Failure to learì to spell is 

frequently syrptomatic cf general incompetence (40, p. 100) 

thoui not so frequently as In the case of reading. The 

correlation c3efficients cluster around .50 only, in the 

case of spelling and general intei1igence. 

From a study of various sources, the writer found 

that ftc consensus of opinion would seem to be that general 

intelligence does contribute to one 's abilIty to spell. 



"Mental ability 18 univeraI1y recognized s a po 

tent factor n the genesis of poor spelling (58e P. 568). 

Some even claim lt to be th most important dotermin&nt 

of spe111n ability, The writer (58, p. 568) has compiled 

a table to demonstrate the relationship between intelli- 

gonce and spelling. Fifty-$even correlations have beer 

found. The median for the entire group Is /.44, the mean 

,.456. The median for 25 correlations, based on group In.. 

toillence tests i for indIvidual tests, /.441. 

For 29 correlations, ba8ed ori 8lngle grade rangos, the 

median Is /.518, for several grade range8, the median Is 

/.408. There is some tendency for the relationship to 

decrea8e with advancement In the gados for the median 

for 19 correlations for grades i to 4 is /.56, for 15 

correlations for grades above 5 the medla is /.50. 

"The present date (58a p. 568) imply that a corre.. 

1at:on of approximately /,45 represents the average re- 

latìoriship between spelling arid intelligence. This 

correlatIon may be hl since chronological age hs not 

been held constant. . . Despite the importance of Intel- 

ligence, groups of poor spellers are not 

handicapped In this respect," 

"Correlations between intelligence test scores and 

spelling abilIty have been less frequently reported than 

for readIng abilIty (44, p. 283). The range of 32 such 



correlations is between .06 and .85, with the distribution 

showing no distinot mode, but with a median and moan at 

.5]. and .49 respectively. ¡ correlation of :.so would seem 

to represent the relationship faIrly." 

Russell (57, p. 12) summarized seven studies in 

which intelligence was correlated wIth spelling. The cor- 

relations ranged from .19 to .53. The experiraents wore 

conducted over a period of twenty years and were made from 

data obtained at varioua grade levels. 

Hendrickson and Pechstein (37, p. 3744) tested 

aixty.seven college sophomore women ftr spelling conscious- 

ness. Spelling consciouøness here nïear ability to know 

whether or not a word is spelled correctly. They found 

that spelling ability a. spelling COflSCiOUSflOSS correlated 

more closely, /.68, than either one correlated with intel- 

ilgence spelling ability with intelligence (Army Alpha), 

,'.35, and spelling consciousness with intelligence, .3O. 

They concluded from thlo experiment that it is as dosir- 

able to know when to use the dIctionary as it is to have a 

large vocabulary of words, and that spllirìg consciousness 

would probably be increased by emphasis on use of the 

dictionary. 
Gates (25, p. 442) in experimenting with 310 pupils, 

Grades One to 3ix, found a correlation of .41 between 

spelling ability and mental age scores made or. the £;inct. 



"There Is practIcally no inforiaation ava.lable concerning 
the minimal general mental ability requisito for spelling, 
although among such groups as have been tested positive 
correlations of various magnitudes have been found 

(24, p. 19). The significance of general mental ability 
should be carefully considered in diagnostic and remedial 
work." 

Hartmann (35, p. 3O45) found a correintion of .42 

between spelling ability and scores on the DeCamp Intel- 
ligenco Test for 629 college students, ranging from fresh- 
men to seniors. "Relationship between general mental 

ability arad spelling skill is not very hi,h, but a low 

Is a handicap in learning to spell (65, p. 30)." 
"It Is observed that intelligence Is not as Important a 

factor In spellin as it is ifl reading (22, p. 201). It 
is frequently observed that somO bright children are poor 

spellers and some dull children spell more accurately than 
the averae of their achievement in other subjects would 

Indictte, The differences In spelling ability of pupils 
of various levels of Intelligence are not as pronounced as 

are the differences in achievement In other subjects." 
0f Interet because it was the first experiment that 

the wrIter found on the subject of the relationship of 
spelling to general intelligence was one conducted by 

Flouser (41, p. 190-8) and reported in 1915. The mental 
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ab1ity of the pupils tested wa determined by the rank 

thgs of tiioir teathor wich the author says pra11e1ed 

closely Binet Tet resìlts obtained by adrnin1tering the 

Binet In a number of cases, Havser found the following 

correlations: (a) between pollíng ability cind general 

intelligence, .5304; (b) between spelling Sbility and mean- 

Ing vocabularios, .624; and (o) between meaning vocabu. 

larios and general intelligence, .3934. ?.y 0rneaning 

vocabLiaries" i meant a knowledge of the ueflnitions of 

the words spelled. 

Another early experiment along similr linos was 

made In 1915-16 by Brandenburg (8, p. 27-8). Instod of 

using ratings medo partially on tts of mental abIlity 
and partially on techer estimates, he used the general 

scholarship records of university students as shown by 

their grades in university courses. There was a definite 

relationship between the two. The students with scholar- 

ship averages of ninety per cent or above averaged only 

1.2 misspelled words in their daily work while those with 

scholarship averages of seventy-nine per cent or below ay- 

eraged 5.7 spelling errors. Brandenburg pointed out, "A 

very few good spellers are found In the group of poorest 

students, but no poor spelling is found in the group with 

a scholar3hip of ninety per cent or above." 

In 1919, Murray (52, p, 374), in 1nvetigat1n the 
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spo11îri abilities of college stuent wrote, "Ability to 

spell and general learning ability (gauged by ac&deriic 

grades) aC by rio means commensurate, as i, Indicated by 

their low correl&tion coefficient - /.42. Such correla. 

tion a tber 1 is most evident in the pper and lower 

reaches of the scale for spelling bil1ty - 50 per cent 

of the bost spellers ranked also among the best 3tudents, 

whereae only 5 per cent of te worst spellers fall in this 

cla3s. The correlation is somewhat less obvious near the 

foot of the scaleD only 25 per cent of the poorest spellers 

falling in the rank of the poorest students, while 10 per 

cent of the best spellers belong here also." 

Georgia Davis (15, p, 615-7) in working with 275 

pupils (Grades Three to six) who needed remedial work in 

spelling found that, of this grotp, fifteen had IQ's of 

110 and above ; 106 hd IÇ 's of 90 to 109 ; seventy-seven hsd 

I?,'s of 80 to 89; fifty-one had IQ'z of 70 to 79; and 

twenty-six were below 70. From the average number of 

wordz m1sspe1ld in each of the IQ, groups, it was shown 

that pupils with relatively high IQ's did very little 

better than the pupils with low IQ's. 

In an experiment made in 1933 and using fifty-three 

high-school cenor boys and girls who were taught to spell 

Esperanto words with which they were unfamiliar, a coef- 

ficient of /.72 was found between their spelling abi'ites 
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in this new medium and their Intelligences. It was pointed 
out that this coefficient is higher than other investiga- 
t0r8 have found, and it ws concluded that there is a 

marked correspondence between level of acado!Lic inte11i 
gence and level of spelling ability. This was a special 
leirn1n itution, however, with ntrnorous novelties and 

n)t traditional "spoiling situation". While it wa 

stated rthSt in the usual classroom learning an in1vic1ual 
is not likely to be a 'good' speller unless he has 'high' 
intel1igence» this statement was qualtfled by adding "and 

works harde'. It was further qualified by adding, "If he 

ha very low intelligence and is adequately motivated, he 

may improve his skill in spelling". In another rether 
sweeping stateent, Williamson says (68, p. 263-4), 'With- 

out intelligence, we cannot expect many indIviduals to 
achieve a high performance in spelling oven with much 

drill and motivation". 
In 1930, Guil'3r (33, p. 602) investigated twenty-one 

fifth.grade pupils and found no significant correlation 
between intelligence quotients and acrievernonts in spell- 
Ing. He did find a slightly higher correlation between 

mental age and tJe ability to spell. Because of the small 

nuriber of cases involved, however, the significance of his 
findings is doubtful. 

About ten yesrs later, Guiler (34, p. 235-7), when 



working with Lease on methods of spelling instruction, 

found that among a group of junior-hischool pupils - 

all of whom wore poor spellers -- those pupils in the 

upper two-thirds of the group in intelligence made a 

greater gain in spelling ability than did the pLpil in 

the lowest one-third. The middle one-third made the 

greatest gain. 

A third cause of spelling difficulty, motor awk- 

wardness and incoordinations also includes defective writ- 

Ing and defective artIculatIon (9, p. l3O lO, p 404), 

The child who has difficulty In writing or in reciting 

orally may be embarrassed by or becoe antagonistic toward 

subjects iflVolVi these abilities, If pressured "to 

hurry" in either written or oral spelling, he may become 

tense and unable to spell simple words thet ordinarily 

present no difficulties. In this respect, he probably has 

difficulties in readinç (both silent and crei) and In 

writing as well. 

"Speech and writing, one of which must form the 

mechanical basis for spelling, Involve reproduction 

(53 p. 117-8). In its simplest forii, reproduction is the 

imitation of auditory sounds through muscular or kinaes- 

thetic effort. The ntcllectuai assimIùton of this skill 

is not diffIcult. The muscles put to use are fine enough 

to permit easy differentiation in sound production. 
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Writing proceeds e. step further and Is more difficult be 

cause It requires the training of gross nuiscies to finely 

coordinated movements. Ever. though the hand muscles are 

the ones obviously used in written spelling, the speech 

rnu3cles may also be involved. Frequently the word is be 

ing articulated silently whIl the hand is moving into 

the letter." 

"It is generally agreed that handwriting affects 

spelling ability, particularly In the written test situa 

tion. In additIon to the obvious effect of letters so 

shaped that they are confused with others, there may be 

some patterns of motor facility involved (57, p. 18)." 

"Speech has been much less of a school subject than 

reading or writing because schools stressed only formai 

aspects of language (57, p. 21). Authorities agree that 

correct speech is important for spelling. The importance 

of correct pronunciation as an aid to spelling is eat; 

tcacherz arid pupils should take care to pronounce words 

clearly and distinctly. it has been pointed out that over 

50 per cent of spelling errors are 'reasonably phonetIc, 

Temperamental traits, a fourth cause of spelling 

difficulty, involve such things as Indifference, careieas 

ness, lack of motivation, and distaste for drudgery 

(o9, p, 129-30; 10, p. 404). 

"The early liking (52, p. 375) for spelling ea a 



school subject, found frequently aong good spellers, 
seems to be correlated with, or subsidiary to, interest 
in literary subjects in general." 

"Spelling errors result not only from some degree 
of indifference or carelessness but from mistaken notions 
of how the word is spelled, and pupils may possess ail 
degrees of confidence in their spelling in spite of the 
mistakes wîich they do not perceive or even suspect 
(22, p. 203)." 

"The child's spelling is motivated whenever be sees 
a real use in lt whenever lt satisfies some need he 

feels, secures some desired end, or helps him to attain 
some uefinite goal (7, p. 624). The fundamental motive 
for learning to spell is the desire to equip oneself with 
a tool of self-expression." 

In this connect:on might be mentioned that spell- 
ing and handwriting may receIve the attention of pupils who 

ordinarily ar not able to attain any degree of success in 
their school work. These pupils are often able to appear 
to advantage in learning spelling and handwriting because 
they are memory 8ubjocts. This is especially true if 
there is strong pressure for grades from their parents. 

A fifth cause of spelling difficulty, that Is, de- 
facts or deficdencies of training, usually goes back to the 
child's pre-school training and early schooling. The child 
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who has moved often from one sc}.00l to another; who 1 

absent frequently or for a long period of time; who 1erned 

first a foreign language before learning En11sh; who hs 
had inappropriate phonic, phonetic or im11r training; 
who has received any o1 the many kinds of poor lnstrvo- 
tion, ospeciI1y if strong ernotionality was present; who 

haz had unfavorable home training (his behavior is suoh 
that he cannot respond to any learning situation) is 

the victim of defects or deficiencies of traininR. 
'Thore is no clear evidence that it matters one way 

or another whether the individual hs been drilled on the 
basis of the old..feshioned speller, or brought up on more 

modern methods (52, p. 373). Prolongation of study into 
high school seems to exert a definiteJr favorable infiti- 
ence; while in the case of certain individuals irrerniari 
ties in early schooling, such as country schools, private 
tttoring, etc., seem to have been the chief determining 
factors of deficiency. homes in which incorrect zpeiling 
is said to be the rule may also be considered as an indica 
tion that bad spellinp in early home environment is 
as contagious as bad grammar." 

A sixth cau3e of poor spelling achievement may well 
be the influence of good or poor habits of attention. The 

writer did not find any studies of the effects of oad or 
poor attention on spelling achievement. A priori, it is 
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reasonb1e to auzno that the pupils who study their spell.ì. 

ing lessonI3 with good attention will achieve more than the 

pupi33 Who pay little or no attention to their pei1ing 

lo8sons while sasurnedly studying them. The 3ame Is true 

o' intevet in words and their spelling outside of the 

formal spelling lessons. Spelling consciousness would be 

a part of this whole situations The fact that there la no 

sstisfactDry way of measuring attention at present doubt 

less accounts for the absence of studies in this connection. 

A seventh cause of poor spelling achievement migt 

be poor memory habita. The writer founa no experiments 

upon the retention periods or effectiveness of words whose 

spelling had been learned but had not been practiced 

either formelly or incidentally for varying periods of 

time, Such an exporirr ... ent would be difficult, if not impos- 

albio, to set up, Of course, memory lapses in spelling 

are met where-In people "know betteru ji correct tbeir 

errors in speÏlinL a soon as the fact of an error Is called 

to their attention (9 p. l293Q). 

The miscellaneous causes of poor spelling achieve- 

mont have not, as far as this wr'iter has been able to find 

out, been dIscovered and listed 5n the way that the causes 

of inabIlitie3 of reading have been 

One of these miscellaneous causes of poor spelling 

achievement might be the sex of the speller girls being 
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able to spell better than boys -- not becaie they are in 

horently better spellers bLt because they are, as a rule, 

more sensitIve to criticism, more willing to try to please, 

more patient in the performance of drudgery, and - pos- 

sibly -- more sonitive to linguistic differences and the 

superior.ties of one form over others. 

In writing on fctors that may be related to spell- 

Ing disability, Spache (59, p. 125) investigated whether 

or not the sex of the speller influenced his ab:tlity to 

spell. In reporting on a number of spelling experiments, 

he found one source who had found a superiority of girls 

over boys by 4.5 per cent. A number of other authorities 

found thi3 Saine superiority. Spache (59, p. 125) explained 

this superiority, not as an actual sex difference, but 

"lesser conformity and greater aggressiveness of boys, 

resilting in more of them being referred as problems.' 

It wold appear, then, that it is a matter of attitude 

rather then superiority of one sex over another. 

In his study of gifted children, however, Terman 

(62, p. 291) found the gifted boys excelled the gifted 

girls by a very small amount -- the mean spelling quotient 

for the boys was 140.2 and for the girls, 137.7. In 

studying gifted children, Terman (62, p. 294) explains the 

lack of accomplishment of the superior child as follows: 

"It must not be supposed, however, that all of our gifted 
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children nre satisfactory pupils, The large ia . jor?ty of 

them are, aeord1ri to tho tatenents o!: their teacher$, 

but the are oco8ioI1 exceptiori3. A few aro rated low 

in quality of 8ehool work because of flagrant neglect of 

their daily tsks There ii reason ta believe that others 

suffer in their class marks because of traits of persona- 

lit7 which irritate the tcacher or 169d to an unjust p- 

praisai. of subject matter accomplishment. Gifted children, 

like others, differ reatIy in temperament, ambition, 

porsorial attractiveness, and ability to display tho.r 

knowledge t. advantage. some lack interest because the 

work is too easy for them. Vahen the educational ccam- 

plishent of the gifted childz'en studied by Torman was 

compared with tost scores of unselected school children of 

corresponding age, however, it was found that "the superi- 

ority of the gifted children of a given ao over unselected 

chuildren of corresponding age is very great, amounting in 

most casei to from three to four times the standard devia- 

tIan of the unselected ago group. This superiority holds 

for all the fields of accomplishment tested, at all ages, 

and with both sexes. 

'Studies (8, p. 5) in the psychology of learning 

prove that it takes less time and energy to learn something 

which Is meaningful or which the learner can identify with 

his interests and purposes than to try to learn something 
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which 1 remote and rne&ntng1ea.. Thin princlpl6 applied 

t pe111ng rnens that iearn.n the words used in conversa- 

tirm nd vn'Itin i caer tan learning unfamiliar or 
isolated words In a forma? list derived In some arbitrary 

fashion." 

While Swenson and Caidweil (6, p. 234) found In 

their invectigation of letters written by children In 

Grades Four to Twelve that there was definite and re1ar 
improvement 1n speilIri fron oarler t later school 

grades ( the fourth graders mi. 3ed nearly to: per ceit of 

the words which they wrote, while hih..8ChOO1 seniors mia- 

spelled less than one per cent of the wors they used), 

they admit that "this situation seens to be peculiar to 

the spelling data in the research project of which this 

study wa a part". 

Hartmann (35, p. 303.5), when attempting to deter- 

inne wkether or not the owth curvo in spelling perform 

ance of college stidonts advarce steadily from year to 

year during the fourye9r course, found little evidenc' of 

Improvement. "The suspicion that progress in spelling 

during the college period .s practically at a standstl1 

was confirmed by an examination of the individual items of 

the test. Without excet1on, items which were easy or 

difficult for seniors were easy or difficult for fresìmen," 

As many authorities hayo pointed out, quite a number 



of children will be found whose achievement in pol1irig 

3k1Ow a marked discrepancy with enera1 capacity 

(40, p. 100; 44, p 281; 4$, p. 14ô). Apparently, the 

srior child i often unwilling to spend a great dea]. 

of time on the repetted drill roqAred to learn to spell. 

1e will attempt, instead, to goiera1izo from past e:peri- 

erices -- WItL the res1t that he makes mistakes. The du].]. 

Child, O1 the other hand, is not o bored by the drill 

involved. Hollingworth (40, p. 109-10) illustrates this 

point with two ca2ea The first case, & boy wIth ari IQ of 

93 and a chronological age o 14 scored below firstgrade 

ability on the Ayres Spelling Scale -- t least seven years 

below expectation for his general intelligence. The other 

caso, a girl with ari IQ of 59 and a chronological age of 

12 scored at fifth-grade ability oìi the Ayre scale - at 

least three years beyond òpectat1on from her general in- 

tolligence. The ezplaation for this probably lies in the 

fact that in pe1ling, a nexiory subject, the gIrl w able 

to make up for her lack of rnentril ability by effort, while 

the boy was either too lazy or too careless to do the 

necessary work. 

Carroll (12, p. 48996) investigated tho differences 

in spelling errors mtdo by the bright pupils as eo!npared 

with those made by the dull pupils. He Thund that the 

bright, when asked to spoil an unfamiliar word, were much 
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more likely to try -- the dull were near1, ten timea more 

likely not to ttompt the word then were the bright. The 

thI1 were likely to riake more widopread error th .. t Is, 

they were likely to add, omit, or substItute a group of 

1etters The bright ppered to b.vve greater difficulty 

wIth singlo letters. A re9l 3lfference exIsted between 

the brIght and the &ll In the number of wholly irrelevant 

spellinge made. Another difference was substitution of an 

actual word for the word dictated. The dull child might 

wrIte "picture' for "boat". The bricht had a lower per- 

centae of difficulty with the shorter words and a higher 

percentage of difficulty with the longer words then the 

dull, The bright had a lower percontago of diffict1ty 

with the first part of the word and a higher one with the 

middle and last parts. The bright were much more likely 

then the dull to speil words phonetically. 

The written or printed word, correctly spelled, i 

becoming increasingly moro important. !odern methods of 

teaching have taught children to rsad more rapidly and to 

spell less skillfully. Intelligence, or the lack of suit 

able amounts of It, while a partial factor In spelling 

ability, cannot be held to sny great degree accountable for 

poor spelling. There are too many od spellers who have 

low Intelligence quotients and too many poor spellers with 

high intelligence quotients not to question the role which 
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intelligence plays in apelling. 

Pupils who have sensory defici6ncIos hou1d, of 

co.ûrse, havo them correctod where possible. Those who 

have uncorreetb1e defects, tho3e who hsve faulty hab1t 

Oí perception, and those those use of irnaery has beenì enu 

tan1ed should be cases wìi1eh remedial teaching 1 8ìm. 

ployed without regard to the school grade in which they may 

be 1OCtOdo Pupils who have urntor awkwardness of speech 

or of wr1tin. should also have remedial teaching - by 

spec1alits if their casos aro severe; otherwise, the 

classroorn teacher should be able to do enoui reniedial work 

to give them the necessary courage and practice. 

It would, tiereforea seem that the responsibility 

of each teacher at whatever grade-level he or she may work 

to hold pupils to correct spelling at all tImes is obviou5. 

The "dictionary habit' taught at an early grado..lovel should 

be aitomatic to high.*school pupils and collego students, 

but it is not. Since much poor spelling is due to lazi- 

floss, carelessness, o inattenticn, all pupils, nd parti- 

cularl)r thO bright pupils, should be required to açeli 

correctly. The fact that slling in the English language 

Is illoieal and filled with emeetions offers no excuse 

for poor spelling. Incorrect spelling Is not a necessary 

LVII nor an evIdence of any kind of a desIrable superiority. 



C}JA?TER III 

A STUDY OF THE SPELLING ABILITIES 

OF 204 HIGH-SCHOOL PUPILS 

This study ws made to determine whether or not 

general intelligence is an important or a determining 

factor in spelling ability, at least in this group of 

high-school pupils. 

Two hundred and four high-school pupils from 

Washington High School, Portland, Oregon -- fifty-two 

freshmtn,ifty-six so-iomore8, forty-nine juniors, and 

forty-seven seniors -- wore given the Sixteen Spelling 

Scales (4). Those sixteen word lists were dictated to the 

pupils in their English classes. Those classes were used 

as English is a required subject in the Portland schools. 

T1e sampling would, of course, be more general in a re- 
quired subject than it would be In an elective subject. 

The scores made by these pupils on the Otis Seif-Adminis- 

tering Test of Mental Ability, Form D, which is given to 

all pupils ifl the Portland schools, was used to indicate 

the degrees of general intelligence. 
Tho Sixteen Spelling Scales contain twenty words in 

each scale, or 2O words in all. These scales have been 

standardized for secondary schools. "The first twelve of 



those lists (4, p. 4-5) was scaled by uniform one-tenth 

s. D. steps, the word difficulties ranging from 2.1 

I D. to '..2 S. L inclusive. Each word in each of 

these twelve lists Is equal In difficultj to the corres- 

ponding word in each of the others eleven I1sts The 

words in Lists XIII to XVI, also scaled by one-tenth S. D, 

step8, are more difficult, ranging from -1.3 3. D. to 

/.6 3. D., inclusive. Here again the corresponding words 

in all four lists are of equal difficulty. The two 

groups overlap, word i in Lists XIII - XVI being eaual 

in difficulty to word 9 in Lists I - XII.' 

The spelling tests were adminIstered socordlng to 

the directions given In the booklet containing the Sixteen 

Spelling Scales (4, p. 11). The teachers in the English 

classes read the sentences containing the words to be 

spelled (this was done sc thst the meanings of the words 

would be more easily understood), then each word that was 

to be spelled for the record pronounced by itself. The 

teacher diotatod either one or two lists each day. The 

pupils who were absent were given the tests upon their re- 

turn to choo1. The scoring of the tests was dono by the 

writer. 

TABLE I shows the nurnbes of spelling errors made 

by the fifty-two freshmen in this study. As may be seen 

from the table, the range of the errors extended from 20 



to 275 Inclusive, with a mean of 115, out of s total of 

320 words to be spelled. The srna11et percento of mis- 

spelled words was 6.2 per cent; the largest ws 85.9 per 

cent, 

TABLE I 

NUÌ1ELR3 OF SPELLING ERRORS MADE BY THE 52 FRESHMEN 

20 74 153 
29 75 162 
32 75 163 
33 76 164 
35 79 170 
37 83 170 
40 85 192 
50 104 192 
51 108 196 
51 110 196 
55 121 212 
56 122 220 
56 132 220 
60 135 222 
63 15t3 258 
66 139 275 
70 146 
74 152 

TABLE II shows the numbers of spelling errors made 

by the fifty-six sophomores in this study. The range of 

errori extended from 9 to 202 inclusive, with a mean of 

92, out of a total of 320 words to be spelled. The 

smallest percentao of misspelled words was 2.8 per cent; 

the iarost was 63.1 per cent. 



TAULE II 

NUMBERS 0F SPELLNG ERRORS MADE BY 56 SOPHOMORES 

9 58 118 
15 60 119 
19 67 122 
19 67 134 
25 70 136 
26 72 138 
31 74 139 
31 82 150 
34 82 150 
38 88 152 
39 89 161 
43 93 162 
44 96 167 
46 99 173 
48 101 186 
50 102 188 
52 104 199 
55 109 202 
56 118 

TABLE III aÌiows the numbers of spelli errors 

made by the forty-nine juniors. This group had a rengo 

of errors running from 7 to 264 InclusIve, with a mean 

of 65. If the record of the ppi1 with 264 error9 were 

excluded1 however, the range of errors would extend from 

7 to 152e with a mean of 62. The distance In number of' 

errors from the second largest number to the largest was 

112, not much less than the distance from the lowest 

number to the second largest number, The percentage of' 

errors for the pupil with the smallest number was 2.2 

per cent; for the pupil with the 1arpest number was 82.5 

per cent. 



TABLE III 

NUIABERS 0F SPELLING ERRORS MADE BY 49 JUNIORS 

7 42 72 
10 43 76 
13 44 85 
16 46 93 
18 52 97 
19 52 100 
20 5e 103 
23 56 112 
23 57 124 
26 57 125 
31 61 138 
32 61 141 
33 64 147 
34 65 152 
35 65 264 
38 71 
38 71 

TABLE IV shows the numbers of pe1l1n errors 

made by the forty-sven seniors in t!1e study. The 

rsnge of errors for this group extended froì 2 to 158 

Inclusive, with a mean of 50. The percentage of mIe- 

spellings foi the pupil with the smallest number was .6 

per cent; for the pupil with the largest number was 49.4 

per cent, 



TABLE IV 

1BERS OF SPELLING ERRORS MADE BY 47 SENIORS 
4-) 

, 

'z, 
I4 r 

3 32 54 
5 33 55 
5 34 57 

13 5 64 
14 36 70 
I 37 83 
14 38 95 
15 40 108 
16 40 116 
20 40 12g) 

20 40 134 
22 45 146 
24 46 153 
27 4:7 158 
28 50 

TABLE V shows the nurnber of spelling errore 

made by thia whole group or 204 high-school pupils ori 

the 320 words of the Sixteen Spelling Scales. The range 

of errors ran Írorn 2 to 275 inc1usive, with a mean of 

80.2 errors. The pupil making the fewest errors had a 

peroontage of misspellings of .6 per cent or of oorrect 

spelling of 99.4 per cent, which ts most ooiirnondable; 

whereas the pupil making the 1argeìt rnrnber of 3rrors 

had t percentage of m1spe111ny of 859 per cent or of 

correct spellings of 14.]. per cent, which Is quito nex- 

cu5able. 
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TABLE V 

NtMBERS OF SPELLIN ERRORS MADE BY 204 HI0H-SCHOOL PUPILS 

2 ;;3 52 82 138 
3 33 54 82 138 
5 33 56 83 139 
5 34 55 83 139 
r, 34 55 85 141 
9 34 56 85 148 

10 35 56 8 146 
13 35 56 89 147 
13 35 56 93 150 
14 36 56 93 150 
14 37 57 95 152 
14 37 57 96 152 
15 38 57 97 152 
15 38 58 99 153 
:L $8 60 100 153 
16 38 60 101 158 
18 39 61 102 16]. 
1 40 61 103 162 
19 40 63 104 162 
19 40 64 104 163 
20 40 64 108 164 
20 40 65 108 167 
20 42 65 109 170 
20 43 66 110 170 
22 43 67 112 173 
23 44 67 116 186 
23 44 70 118 188 
24 46 70 118 192 
25 46 70 119 192 
26 46 71 121 196 
26 46 71 122 ' 196 
27 47 72 122 199 
28 48 72 124 202 
29 50 74 125 212 
31 60 74 129 220 
31 50 74 132 220 
31 51 75 134 222 
31 51 75 134 258 
32 51 76 135 264 
32 52 76 138 275 
32 51 79 138 
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TABLE VI shows the rance of the intelligence quo 

tlents of the fifty-two freshmen in this study. The 

renge of 1Q's runs from 77 to 140 inclusive, with a mean 

of 105. 

TABLE VI 

THE INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENTS 0F THESE 52 FRESHMEN 

140 114 97 
127 113 97 
126 112 96 
125 111 96 
125 Ui 96 
122 11]_ 95 
121 110 95 
121 108- 94 
120 108 94 
120 108 92 
119 108 9]. 

119 107 87 
118 103 86 
117 103 86 
116 103 77 
115 102 77 
115 99 
115 98 

Of the two pupils with the lowest IQ's in this 

group, or 77, both were girls. One made 132 spelling 

errors which was 17 fewer than the mean for those fresh- 

men, 49 more than the mean for the entire group of 

pupils9 bi;t 30 fewer than the freshman boy who had an 

IQ of 140 or the hIghest not only of the freshman group 

but of the entire 204 pupils. The other giri with a 77 

IQ made 220 errors or 105 more than the mean for the 

freshni an group, 137 more than the mean for the entire 



group, and 58 more than the boy with the highest I. The 

boy with the highest I made 162 spelling errors, a per- 

centage of misspellings of' 50.6 per cent, 4? more than 

the mean for these freshmen, arid 79 more than the mean 

for the entire group. 

The fIve pupils in this group making the fewest 

errors in spelling were all girls. The.r numbers of spell- 

errors were 20, 29, 32, 3, and 35, or percentages of mis- 

spelling of .2, 9.1, 10.0, 10.3, and 10,9 per cents. 

These girls have I's of 125, 111, 102, 122, and 117 

respectively. The five pupils making the largest number 

of spelling errors -- 275, 258, 222, 220, 220 -- have 

IQ's of 96, 86, 92, 108, and 77. ie five pupils having 

the best scores in spelling have eri averao IQ of 115 

in contrast with an average IQ. of 92 for the five havIng 

the poorest scores in spelling. 

TABL1t VII shows the rance of the Intelligence quo- 

tienta of the fifty-six sophomores in this study. The 

range of Ic's runs from 81 to lO, with a mean of 106. 

The freshman mean for this study Is 105; the junior mean 

112. 
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TABLE VII 

THE INTELLIGENCE j0T!L NTS OF THESE 56 SOPHOMOHES 

130 112 101 
124 111 101 
123 110 100 
121 110 99 
120 110 98 
119 110 98 
119 110 96 
118 109 
118 109 93 
118 108 93 
116 107 92 
114 106 90 
114 104 87 
114 103 85 
113 103 84 
113 103 83 
113 102 82 
113 101 81 
112 101 

The boy who made the Lrgest number of' spelling 

errors, 202, has an I of 9O The girl who made the 

fewest spelling errors, 9, has an I of 100. The pupil 

with the lowest Ic in thIs group, 81, made 119 spellIng 

errors r percentage of 37.2 per cent and 13 more than 

the mean for this sophomore 'oup and 36 more than the 

nican for the entire group. The five pupils in this group 

making the fewest spelling errors - 9, 15, 19, 19, and 

25 have 1Q's of 100, 114, 104, 119, and 120 respec- 

tively or an average of 111. The five pupils making the 

largest number of spelling errors - 202, 19, 188, 186, 

and 174 -- have IQ's of 90, 93, 84, 87, and 108 respec- 

tively or n average of 92. 
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TABLb Viii shows the range of intelligence quo* 

tients of the fortynine juniors in this study. The 

Ia's range from 93 to 136 inclusive, with a mean of 112. 

The means of the two lower years were 105 and 106. 

TAT viii 

THE INTELLIGENCE QLOTIENTS OF THESE 49 JUNIORS 

136 116 104 
34 115 104 

134 115 104 
133 115 103 
129 115 102 
129 113 102 
124 111 101 
123 109 10]. 

123 3.09 101 
121 109 100 
121 108 98 
120 108 98 
118 106 97 
118 106 95 
118 105 93 
117 105 
116 105 

The girl who made the largest number of spelling 

orrore, 264 or 82.5 per cent, has an I of 106. Her 

number of errors la 198 more than the mean for this 

group of junior8, and 181 more than the nean for the 

whole group in this study, Since her grades in other 

subjects are quite good and since she tries exceedingly 

hard on her spelling, it is reasonable to assume that the 

observatìons of this writer are correct about her having 

an eriotiona1 block in regard to spelling. 
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The girl who niìde the smallest number of spel].in 

errors, 7 or 2.2 per cent, has an l of l23 The pupil 

with the highest IQ in this group, lt3, made 57 spelling 

errors or 17.8 per cent. The pupil in this group with 

the lowest IQ, 93, made 141 spellIng errors or misspelled 

44.1 por cent of the words in the spelling lists, 

The five pupils ifl this group making the fewest 

spelling errors - 7, 10, 13, 16, and 18 have I's of 

12;5, 110, 105, 108, and 123 respectively or an average of 

114. The fiVe pupils in this group making the largest 

nuinber of' spelling errors 264, 152, 147, 141, arid 

133 - have Ï's of 106, 1O, 133, 93, and iO respec... 

tively or an average of 110. The difference between the 

avages of the two is negligible, but the differences 

within the 1argonumbers-of-errors group of 40 IQ points 

is not. 
TABLE IX shows the range of Intelligence quotients 

of the forty-seven seniors in tiIs study. The raníre of 

IQ's extends from to 131 Inclusive, with a mean of 

107, In comparison with the mean I's of 105, 106, and 

112 for the three lower classes, 
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TABLE IX 

THE IELLIGENCE OTILi4TS OF THESE 47 SENIORS 

i;: 111 103 
130 110 102 
128 31O 100 
124 110 100 
123 109 99 
123 109 98 
121 108 98 
120 108 9? 
119 io', 95 
118 107 91 
117 107 90 
115 106 90 
115 106 89 
114 106 81 
113 105 76 
112 104 

The boy who made the 1aret number of spoiling 

errors, 158 or 49.4 per cent, has ari IQ of 91. The 

boy who rnde the smal1et number of spelling errors, 

2 or .6 per cent, ha an I of 128. The pupil with the 

highest Iì, 151, made 40 spelling errors or 12.5 per 

cent of the number of words attempted. Tbe pupil wIth 

tho lowest IQ,, 76 made 116 spelling errors or 36.2 per 

cent. 

The five pupils nicking the fewest se11ing er- 

rors - 2, 3, 5, 5, and 13 -- have IQ.' oir 128, 114, 120, 

123, and 115 respectIvely or n average of 120. The 

five pupils making the 1arget number of spelling 

errors - 158, 153, 146, 134, and 129 - have IQ's of 

91, 110, 106, 95, and 89 respectIvely or an average of 



98 The direct relation between quality of spelling and 

I is more obvious here than lt is in any of the other 

groups in this study. 

TABLE X shows the range of the intelligence quo 

tient s for the entire group of 204 pupils in this study. 

The rsngo of IQ's extends from 76 to 140 inclusive, with 

mean of 106. 



TABLE X 

THE INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENTS OF THESE 

204 HIGHSCHOOL PUPILS 

140 118 111 LO5 98 
136 118 111 105 97 
134 118 111 105 97 

:L;4 118 111 104 97 

13 118 110 104 97 

151 118 110 104 96 
10 118 110 104 96 
10 117 110 104 96 
129 117 110 3.03 96 
129 11? 110 103 95 
128 116 110 103 95 
127 116 110 103 95 

126 116 110 103 95 
125 116 109 103 94 

125 115 109 103 94 

124 115 109 103 94 
124 13_5 109 102 93 
124 115 109 102 93 
123 116 109 102 93 
123 115 109 102 92 

123 115 108 3.02 92 
123 115 108 101 91 

123 115 108 101 91 
122 114 108 lOi. 90 
121 114 109 103. 90 
121 14 108 101 90 
121 114 108 101 89 
121 114 108 101 
121 113 108 . 100 87 

121 ii; 107 100 86 

120 1]3 107 100 86 

120 113 107 100 85 
120 113 107 99 84 

120 113 107 99 83 
120 113 106 99 82 

119 112 106 98 81 

119 112 105 98 81 

119 112 106 98 77 

119 112 106 98 77 

119 111 105 98 76 

118 111 105 98 
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TABLI Xi shows the number of spelling errors, the 

classes, and the intelligence quotients of the twenty pupils 

making the smallest number of spelling errors and of the 

twenty pupils making the largest number of spelling errors. 

TABLE XI 

NUMBERS OF WORDS MISSPELLED, CLASSES, AND IOS 

OF TWEÌ4TY PUPILS MISSING Th"E FEWEST AND MOST WORDS 

WORDS 
MISSED CLASS IQ. 

WORI)S 

MLSED CLASS IQ 

2 Sr 128 275 Fr 96 
3 Sr 114 264 Jr 106 
5 Sr 120 28 Fr 86 
S Sr 123 222 Fr 92 
7 Jr l2 220 Fr 108 
g So 100 220 Fr 77 

10 Jr liC 212 Fr 107 
13 Sr 115 202 So 90 
13 Jr 105 199 So 93 
14 Sr 123 196 Fr 97 
14 Sr 130 196 Fr 118 
14 Sr 103 192 Fr 111 
16 Sr 124 192 Fr 86 
IS Jr 114 188 So 83 
16 Sr 108 186 So 8? 
IC Jr 103 l7 So 108 
18 Jr l25 170 Fr 94 
19 So 104 170 Fr 96 
19 So 119 167 So 107 
19 Jr 115 164 Fr 87 

The average number of speilin3 errors for the twenty 

best spellers in this whole groîp is 12.3 or a percentage 

or 3.8 por cent missed out of the 320 words in the Sixteen 

Spelling Scales. The average I for the four classes is 

115. Ten of this group are seniors seven juniors, and 



three are 8ophornores. N froslirien qualified. 

Tho verago number of spelling errore for the twenty 

poorest spellers in this whole croup is 203.3 or a percen.m. 

tage or 6.5 per cent missed. The average I( for this 

group is 97. There were no seniors among the poorest 

spellers. There was one junior, six sophomores, and thir- 

teen freshmen, 

TABLE XII shows the mean number of words mia spelled 

by the members of the four classes, the mean percentages 

of words misspelled, and the mean intelligence quotients. 

TABLE XII 

JLEAN SPELLING ERRORS, MEAN I'S, AN]) 

MEAN PERCENTAGES OF k!:RRORS FOR FOUR CLASSES 

MEAN MEAN 
SPELLING MEAN 
ERRORS IQ'S ERRORS 

Seniors 50 107 15.6 
Juniors 65 112 20.3 
Sophomores 92 106 28.7 
Freshmen 115 107 35.9 

TOTAL 80 106 25.0 

TABLE XII shows that the quality of the spelling 

improved steadily from the freshman through the senior 

class although the intelligence quotients did not. The 

showing of the junior class would have been somewhat 

botter if the record of one pupil could have been omitted. 

No reason for the improvement in spelling will be offered 



here by the writer. 

TABLE XIII shows the average number of errors made 

by the boys and by the gIrls ifl each of the four classes. 

The boys were 36 per cent of this group; the girls 64 

per cent. 

TABLE XIII 

AVERAGES OF ERRORS MADE BY CLASSES, SEPARATED BY SEXES 

Average number of errors made by: 

BOYS GIRLS 

Senior 57 46 
Junior 69 84 
Sophomore 108 8]. 
Freshman 146 

COMBINED GROUP 96 73 

The junior class was the only group in which the 

irls did not make fewer errors than the boys. The fresh. 

mari ¿iris averaged 47 fewer errors than the boys; the 

sophomore girls avera.ed 27 fewer errors than the boys; 

the senior girls averaged 11 fewer errors then the boys. 

For the whole group, the boys averaged 27 errors more 

than the Irls. There was not enough difference between 

average IQ's of t boys and of the girls for that factor 

to be of Influence. These were 107 and 110 respectively, 

The whole group contained approcimate1y one-third 

more girls than boye, which Is probably a larger percen- 

tage of girls than that of the student body of Washin6ton 
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Hi School as a whole. Figures giving the exact propor- 

tion of boys and girls attending this school, however, 

are not available. 

TABLE XIV shows the correlations between the numbers 

of spelling errors made by the members of the four classes 

plus the combined or whole group and the related Intel- 

ligence quotients. 

TAB1J XIV 

THE CORRELATIONS BETWEEN SPELLING ERRORS 

AND INTELLIGENOB Qj)OTIENTS 

N Syx r 

Senior 47 35.43 -0.5355 
Junior 49 46.47 -0.2979 
Sophomore 56 44.57 -0.5505 
Freshman 52 56.89 -0.5308 

COMBINED GROUP 204 54.45 -0.3708 

The number of spelling errors for each class Is 

rgatively correlated with IQ. The lower negative cr- 

relation for the juniors could be a result of the few 

IQ scores below 100 or the one large score of se1lIng 

errors, 264, wIth an I of 106, or both, While the 

amount of correlation shown by these figures is not ex- 

tremoly high, it does Indicate that -- by and large -- 

the pupils -in this study with the lower I's tended 

quite consIstently to make moro errors in spelling than 

the pupils with the higher IQ's and that the lower the 
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IQ's, the lar.er the number of errors to e significant 
degree. This was true for all of the four classes with 

the possible exception of the junior class. 
WhIle the results of other Investigators were In 

terms of' positive correlations and the results of this 
stdy were negative correlations, this can be explained by 

the fact that this stdy correinted spelling errors, a 

negative factor, with intelligence and the majority of' 

the other studies have correlated correct spellings, a 

positive factor, with intelligence0 



CHAPTER 1V 

StTMYLARY 

Conc1us:Lors: 

1. SInce the Increasing Importance placed on the 

printed word In the last seventy-five year3 has developed 

. demand for correct spellIn attention has been fDcused 

on the 8jellIng ability of the general public and on ways 

of improving Its spelling, resulting In a large amount of 

study being made of the subject. 

(2. Because the sources of the English language lie 
not only in several rather basic languages but In the ad- 

ditions from the historic events of the English and Amen- 

can peoples, spelling thIs language i e,coeedingly 

difficult. This difficulty of spellIng has often been 

given as an excuse for poor spellIngs but is not a valid 

reason because so many people do learn to spell correct1y. 

3. Causes of spelling difficulties can probably be 

classified as follows: (a) sensory defects or faulty per- 

ception; (b) poor general intelligence; (o) motor awk- 

wardness and lncoordir:ation; (d) poor temperamental 

traIts; (e) defects or deficiencies of training; (f) poor 

habits of attention; (g) poor habits of memory; and 



(h) miscellaneous causes. 

4. Most authorities have agroed that generai ntel- 

ligence la a contributing factor in spelling ability, but 

that it does not explan either cli poor or good spelling. 

(The correlation between spelling ability and intelligence 

is generally given as approximately .50) 

5. The correlation found for thIs group in this 

study is a negative one - -0.708 for the entire group 

and indicates that, on te wñoie, the persons of lower IQ 

In this study teiied to make more spelling errors than the 

persons of' higher I. 

6. Apparently, effort nd motivation pisy a great 

part in spelling abilIty. This Is shown by the number of 

these pupils in this study with high I's who are poor 

spellers and the number of pupils with low or sverspe 

IQ's who are superior spellers. 

7. Either Inc:identel learning of spelling or ma- 

turation or both are influencing factors in the quality 

of the spelling of pupils at the secondary-school level. 

of the twenty best spellers In this study, ten were 

seniors; seven were juniors; and three were sophomores, 

None was a freshman, Of the twer'ty ioorast apciler, 

thirteen were frahmo; sIx re sophomores; oe a 

junIor; and nono was a :enior. The freshmen. sverar,od 115 

spelling; errors; the sophomores, ninety-one the juniors, 
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sixty-five and the 3eniors, fifty. As the average IQ 

of esoh group was approximately the same, there was ob'.. 

viously improvement in each grade over the lower one, 

Since the Portland School System enforces quite effoc 

tive].y the compulsory school attendance law, the drop-out 

of poorer students would not be much of' a contributing 

factor in this. 

8. While superior inte1li;ence is not a requ1re 

ment for ability to spell weil, the pupils who made the 

fewest spoiling errors had higher I's (approximately 

twenty points) then those mnking the larget number of 

spelling errors. Por the twenty boat spellers, the aver- 

age IQ was 115; for U:e twenty making the most spelling 

errors, the avere IQ was 97. 

9. Many of the pupils taking prt in this study 

were poor spellers in spite of their h1 IQ's, e.g., the 

freshman boy with the I of 140 who made 162 spelling 

errors. For such pupils, the CfuSeS of their spelling 

difficulties should be determined individually and neces- 

sary remedial work provided. 

11.,- Carelessness and laziness are probably the most 

common causes of spelling difficulty, especially a71ong 

poor spellers with high Ia's, These causes could be 

corrected In a great many instances by emphasis on spell.. 

Ing by all Ugh-scboo1 teachers in ali subjects. 
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Praotically all of the pupils attending high 8chools can 

1ern to spell; therefore, all teachers 3hould require - 

correct ape111n from tteir pupll8, with partici1ar ein- 

phasi3 on use of the dictionary as ari aid to correct 

spelling and proper use of words. 

11. WhIle the correlationis between spelling errors 

and intelligence as found In this stidy are not extremoly 

high, t:he, confirm tbe findings of others that intelli- 

gence by Itself is not extremely important In ability to 

spell hut, by and lar:e, lt is e. considerable contributIng 

Thctor. 

12. The girls of this study made fewer spelling 

errors than the boye, bearing out the findings of others, 

The girls of this group averaged seventy-three spelling 

errors or twenty-seven fewer errors than the ninety-six 

averaged by the boys 
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